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Purpose: The purpose of this research was to examine department satisfaction for improving the competitiveness
of department of dental technology and providing basic data for students successful guidance. 

Methods: The study subject were 560 students from 4 colleges, and they were selected by the convenient sampling
method. Data for this survey was obtain by self-administration method. This questionnaire consist of general
characteristics, the awareness of before entering department of dental technology, the satisfaction of department of
dental technology, an opinion about change of one’s course and temporary absence.

Results: About the time of selecting their major, 70.1% of students answered the most before highschool.
Department of dental technology and the most common source of information in selecting a majors is the person
oneself(52.6%). The person who answers because of knowing a little bit for the question asking the priori
knowledge of department of dental technology showed up as 66.3%. About the motivation for selection their
major, 37.4% of students answered the most it seemed to be a future prospect.

As to the extend of department satisfaction, the satisfaction showed up as 63.3%, but the extend of satisfaction
was exposed to reduce as the grade increased. The dissatisfaction factor is the difficulty of the theory(29.8%). Many
students do not want to change their majors even if they are provided with the chance to do so(68.7%). From the
survey related to the experience of thinking over temporary absence and drop out, 56.8% of students responded
they had experienced thinking about that. Current feelings after department selection was found to be the most
significant factor that affects satisfaction of department of dental technology(Adjusted R2=48.3%).

Conclusion: The extend of satisfaction of the women is low. The extend of satisfaction reduces as the grade
increases. The school subject extend of satisfaction can know that ratio about of considering the leave of absence
and voluntary withdrawal increases. Therefore, the plan of education that women can adapt the women o the
school subject well and that it can be satisfied is sought for. It is considered that effort promoting the extend of
satisfaction is needed as the grade increases.
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